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Code Review: 
Best Practice & Guidelines 

Pull Requests (PRs) are deceivingly time consuming. Analysing data from 
over a quarter of a million PRs across dozens of diverse engineering 
teams, we found that ~71% of average Cycle Time (first commit to 

merge) is spent with the code waiting to finish review.


By reducing the the time a PR spends in Code Review, you’re able to get 
features out to your users quicker - allowing you to get feedback from your 
customers quicker for future product development and hopefully thereby 
allowing your business to grow faster.


By gaining more quality in your Code Review process, you’re able to reduce 
change failures and improve collective code ownership in your team.


Understanding Review Time 
The Review Time of software development is typically formed of three distinct 
stages:


• First Response Time - The from PR raised to first approval/comment.


• Rework Time - Time spent rewriting code to achieve an approved PR. 


• Idle Completion Time - Time from PR gaining approvals to being merged.
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Engineering Productivity tools like Haystack will typically present a Review 
Time report, with all the stages outlined, like follows:


Example Review Time breakdown from the Haystack dashboard. 

In the best performing teams, you should aim to have the First Response take 
no more than a few hours, rework to take at most a day or two and the Idle 
Completion Time to be nearly non-existent.


Risks to Watch 
There are a number of important risks that can affect both the speed and 
quality of Code Review:


Large Pull Request


Overly big PRs are the most common reason for both poor quality and slow 
review. Large software changes attract the most risk with the least opportunity 
to obtain user feedback. Large code reviews take longer, developers are more 
likely to procrastinate over large code reviews and risk lacking rigorous review.


For further information on the benefits of shipping software smaller, please 
see: Why Shipping Software Smaller Helps Deliver Better Product. 
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Merge Without Review


Where the Code Review process has been entirely bypassed by the code 
being merged without review. This can also indicate a security risk where a 
malicious actor is seeking to introduce harmful code.


Approved, Not Merged


Once a PR is approved, it should be promptly merged as there’s no further 
value that the Code Review process can add.


High Discussion Activity


A PR can get stuck in back-and-forth discussion where there are multiple 
cycles of comments and responses. When this is detected, it might be helpful 
for the developers to manage the scope of the work or find an arbitrator to 
mediate a controversial discussion and find a resolution.


High Cycle Time Warning


If a PR is taking longer than usual to complete, it could be that the Review 
Time is playing a role. Flag these PRs for your team to review.


Commits Awaiting Review


When a PR is raised, it is easy to ignore new commits when they are raised 
after review. It is important to have the right tooling to ensure reviews are 
aware they need to re-attend to the Pull Request. Ideally, you should avoid 
adding new development work to an existing PR where it would form scope 
creep.


Concurrent Work


Task switching is harmful to developer productivity. Developers who are 
working on multiple Pull Requests will seldom have the cognitive bandwidth to 
also attend to effective Code Review. 


A former Agile coach of mine who previously worked in the automotive 
industry in Japan described this to me using the analogy of a lion chasing a 
dazzle (herd) of zebras. The lion will focus on one and bring it home for its 
dinner. If it task switches between them, it will go home to a disappointed 
family.


Encourage your developers to start a task, finish it and then move onto the 
next thing. Discourage task switching.
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Weekend Work


Working on the weekend not only causes burnout, but can also be useful if the 
work won’t be reviewed until the following week. Better avoid the burnout and 
ensure you’re well rested for the next week. Learn more in our 2021 developer 
burnout study.


Too Many Cooks


PRs which have multiple developers working on them can be harder to review 
and indicate uneven knowledge distribution amongst the team. More so, if the 
PRs are then being reviewed by the developers working on them, this can 
affect the integrity of the Code Review process. 

Tooling to Avoid Risks 
Across the industry, there are already a number of important standardised 
tools that help with Code Review. Leveraging these tools can help you reduce 
the risks to speed and quality in your Code Review process.


Automated testing (when done efficiently, with suitable coverage and without 
brittleness) can help avoid erroneous code being deployed to production. 
Automated testing forms an essential quality control for software development. 
Using Continuous Integration, this can be built into your PR workflow.


Likewise, linting rules can help enforce common code standards and ensure 
that software is readable. This can help avoid introducing code smells and 
ensure the code isn’t too complex. Whilst this aides the review process, this 
alone will not be sufficient to ensure that the code is well-maintained. Human 
review continues to play an important part, especially when the linting rules 
aren’t particularly rigorous.


Tooling also exists to address the process risks mentioned above. Engineering 
productivity tools like Haystack can notify you about risky PRs before they 
materialise into problems. These tools will typically allow you to inform the 
team (e.g. over Slack) so they can self-resolve 95% of the risks. The remaining 
5% might require a prompt from an engineering manager, who can receive 
such notifications too (e.g. over email). The team can also proactively review 
risks in retrospectives using the Haystack dashboard.


A variety of other tools can also be useful in reducing the time Code Review 
takes. Consider using a CODEOWNERS file to automatically notify people who 
can review a given PR, more advanced tooling can provide greater flexibility 
when automatically assigning code reviews.
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Example Slack notification from Haystack, showing risky PRs. 

To eliminate Idle Completion Time, you might want to consider using tooling to 
automatically merge a PR after all reviews are complete. This functionality is 
available out of the box in many Version Control Systems (e.g. as auto-merge 
in GitHub). Be sure to effectively consult on and communicate this change 
before you roll it out to your team, as it can have unintended effects if it is not 
known about.  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